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E D I T O R I A L

MEDICAL ETHICS AND MORAL HABITUS
C .  B E N  M I T C H E L L ,  P H D

ethical concerns are not present in each clinical encounter. 

for the good of my patients… and never to harm 

 habitus

habitus of the community of which we are members. 

habitus

a virtuous physician.  It may well describe a state of affairs in which the disequilibrium 
is slowly eroded by the sense of confidence and comfort patients feel in the presence of 
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habitus that shapes every 
E&M
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G R E Y  M A T T E R S

DOCTORS’ HANDWRITING GONE DIGITAL: 
AN ETHICAL ASSESSMENT OF VOICE 
RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY IN MEDICINE

W I L L I A M  P.  C H E S H I R E ,  J R . ,  M D

If the transcription had been correct, there would have been no death.
an Alabama medical malpractice attorney in 

1

Abstract
The pen, once the instrument of clinical documentation, is yielding to the more efficient 
technology of computer-assisted voice recognition. With this transition, in place of the 
quirky handwriting that has long characterized medical practice, electronic medical 
documents supply readable and detailed, yet imperfect, text. Technology has not fully 
solved the problem of medical error but has, in some ways, magnified it. The ethical 
dimensions of physician-to-computer communication raise questions regarding moral 
responsibility at the interface of mind and machine.

Introduction

2

other studies have found it to be comparatively less readable.   Even occasionally 

for the quality and safety of healthcare.
preventable medical error.

To Err is Human: Building 
a Safer Health System
each year as a result of medical errors that could have been prevented.
a majority were caused by systems failures that could have been improved by better 

people each year.
due to transcription errors.10

-
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recorded sounds and calculates the probability that certain sounds will follow other 

further enhance their utility.

may be a first step.

Methods

®

15 

Results
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and “approximately response” for a prompt sympathetic response.

In other instances the substitutions were contextual. Because the software had been 

Illustrative Extraction

Sue me is a tobacco lorry student whose husband is serving in a rack.  She had 
planned to go to loss cool but lost her skull her ship when her grades went from AIDS 
to seize due to mammary loss and fear of pelvic speaking. She explains that she was 
Thursday when she fainted while singing intercourse. Her minstrel migraines are 
triggered by lying, and Ecstasy Tylenol no longer relieves her pain. She requests 
something from eternal medicine to lemonade the pain in her 4 heads, even if it requires 
a mother operation to cut a nurse. Funniest topic and Nero logical examinations 
demonstrate a mobster or Russian with like cremation and a moderate sermon in her 
ear but otherwise no active apology. The physician am the thighs with the patient and 
prescribes a cycle of fear in orange shoes as well as coarse old stories and a diet rich 
in accidents.

Sumi is a baccalaureate student whose husband is serving in Iraq.  She had planned 
to go to law school but lost her scholarship when her grades went from As to Cs due 
to memory loss and fear of public speaking. She explains that she was thirsty when she 
fainted while singing in the chorus. Her menstrual migraines are triggered by wine, and 
Extra Strength Tylenol no longer relieves her pain. She requests something from internal 
medicine to eliminate the pain in her forehead, even if it requires another operation to 
cut a nerve. Funduscopic and neurological examinations demonstrate a zoster eruption 
with lacrimation and moderate cerumen in her ear but otherwise no active pathology. 
The physician empathizes with the patient and prescribes acyclovir in orange juice as 
well as a course of oral steroids and a diet rich in antioxidants.

responsibilities” rather than ecclesiastical responsibilities. Another dictation yielded a 
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Discussion

foresee. 

At another 

practice.

nature of that individual.”20

task of transcription faces the dilemma of how to divide his or her time between the 
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21

ascribable to systems and processes. Medical practices and hospitals that implement 

individual responsibility.22 

when its sole purpose is to prevent errors.”
15 that was used to test the fidelity of voice 

errors for which we are not directly responsible. An example of such an error would 
be the patient who inadvertently takes a pill from the bottle of his spouse’s medication 

are errors for which we are both responsible and morally culpable. An example of such 

intended dose.
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C L I N I C A L  E T H I C S  D I L E M M A

A PHYSICIAN’S COVENANT

A N O N Y M O U S

Editor’s Note This column presents a problematic case, one that poses a medical-
ethical dilemma for patients, families and healthcare professionals. As it is based on 
a real situation, identifying features and facts have been altered in this scenario to 
preserve anonymity and to conform to professional medical regulations. In this case, the 
department chairman is given information that demands a decision.
Column Editor

Question

Case Presentation

in Critical Care Medicine. 
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insurance fraud.

Questions:

Discussion

doctors are ethically responsible to address the problem and report to appropriate 
administrators.

but the credibility of the profession itself is also at risk.
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Denouement

many of the healthcare issues in which unethical and inappropriate actions seemed 

his leadership position.

Editor’s Comment

Suggested Reading
Abolition of Man

. The Physician’s Covenant
ama-assn.org
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COMMERCIALIZED MEDICINE CONTRA 
CHRISTIAN-HIPPOCRATISM 
G R E G O R Y  W .  R U T E C K I ,  M D

Abstract
Although many prominent writers—from Plato to Chaucer to Steinbeck—have contended 
that physicians exhibit a love of money, the impact of commercialism on medicine, 
especially contemporary American medicine, is becoming increasingly explicit. Over 
the last two decades, medicine has undergone something of a corporate transformation, 
evidenced by the growing numbers of for-profit corporate providers such as nursing 
homes, health maintenance organizations, mental health facilities, and dialysis units. 
The trickle-down effect of business on individual practitioners is enticing physicians 
to follow suit, thereby altering the definition of professionalism. Medical doctors have 
increasingly prioritized business in their practice models, resulting in a novel approach 
to professionalism dubbed “entrepreneurial.” 

The profound change in physician focus has led to disconcerting patient outcomes. 
Spinal surgery in the elderly with spinal stenosis, for instance, has not only been 
performed for substantial reimbursement but, in its now augmented application, has 
shattered the Hippocratic admonition to “Do no Harm.” The procedure is associated 
with increased morbidity in a particularly vulnerable demographic. The entrepreneurial 
paradigm for physician practice has become an issue in stark contrast with the 
Christian-Hippocratic tradition, intruding even upon care for those at the end-of-life. 
Physicians with a commercial bias seem to be an extension of contemporary cultural 
“myths” that emphasize capitalism, science, and genomics. The ethical fallout from such 
entrepreneurial medicine includes a diametrically opposed perception of normative 
medical professionalism that is prevalent throughout dominant and, possibly, Christian 
culture.       

Introduction

1

r

2
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are a consequence of health care debt.2

who should sacrifice in 

to support financial reforms only on the condition that physician incomes are spared.   

sustained.”

restraint. 
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commercialism and self-interest distracted physicians from their sacred responsibility 

10

a health policy lawyer) with explicit intent to “subject the question of commercialism in 
medicine to ethical scrutiny.”11 If secular sources are concerned about the deterioration of 

worthy of devotion…the cruelty lies in the way money overpowers all other values and 

12 

corporate transformation of medicine has become the impediment to healthcare reform. 

Roe v. Wade.

Commercialism as Antithesis of Medical Professionalism
The Republic, 

he 
does not take money for it. Medicine

of medicine.11 

In his prescient work entitled The Social Transformation of American Medicine
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investor-owner businesses that sell health insurance and deliver medical care 

in the practice…will inevitably undermine the ethical foundations of medical 

medical profession.

some are exemplary.  

15

clearly at work in spinal surgery…
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alteratives. (emphasis added)

in their own interest or the interest of other parties.”

patients. It is hard to escape the conclusion that these procedures are performed for 
money.

to their efficacy.     

Physician-Commercialism Intruding at the End-Of-Life

cell).21

and the overuse of costly, 
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ineffective therapies during advanced chronic illness, the use of palliative care services 
by physicians remains low” (emphasis added).22 Multiple explanations have been offered 

lives.

surgeons 
and hospitals are often financially motivated to operate regardless of the patient’s 
preferences or goals” (emphasis added). 

25
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the form of its physicians. 

Whys and Wherefores? Culture’s Mythos and Contingent Ethos

world.
ethos

mythos

Ethos implies a Mythos

 It easy to fathom how this 

medical ethos.               
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connected 

expect lucrative returns in commercial applications by 

Avastatin

discourse attend only to the requirement of the maximum freedom for each 
member of the society…a liberal society demands protection of individual 

mythos

Countries.”

mythos
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culture’s mythos-ethos

mythos

fallen traits in economic matters.    

A Concluding Postscript: How Should We Then Live?

& did a lot of their work for free…Medicine was the best of professions…but not 
10

mythos-ethos”
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not exemplify aversion to the dominant culture’s ethos.

care.

Christian healthcare workers.                  

commercial considerations from some decisions.  

morality).
than ever in today’s economic climate.                                              
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CODES OF ETHICS IN HEATH CARE: VIRTUES 
VERSUS RULES

D E N N I S  S A N S O M ,  P H D

Abstract
I want to present a case that the health care professions should understand and use their 
codes of ethics as descriptions not only of the professional characteristics necessary to 
fulfill the care for people (which is the moral purpose of medicine), but also of the kind 
of person who can perform and persevere as a caregiver in a tragic profession. The 
various codes of ethics depict morally lofty professionals who are concerned with the 
honor and integrity of their professions as well as the well-being and dignity of their 
patients. Yet, it is possible within each dimension of health care that persons devoted to 
their respective codes experience untended and grievous results in their practices. We 
should not look at the codes as though they safeguard practitioners from such results. 
Rather, we should see them as the expectations upon people who remain committed to 
health care, even while suffering undesired losses in practicing it.  

The Crisis in Codes of Ethics

emphasis placed on personal values and the perceived impact of culture on the 

did not seem to interfere with the predetermined ethical intent of the physician.1

but they do not look to the medical codes for instruction or illumination in their daily 

2
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most practitioners in therapeutic recreation (the area of their specialty) do not consult 

If professional codes are viewed merely as artifacts 

code of ethics has very little use in practice.”

5

pervasive “neoclassical economic rationality” which most people have acculturated as 

codes of ethics and expect them to be obeyed if such codes are not only ineffective in 

that can possibly shape the practitioner in ways somewhat contrary to the ethical 

reason for their ineffectiveness lies in how they are conceived. Codes typically present 

de facto

Beauchamp and James Childress will help us make clear this distinction. 
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Statutory Rules Versus Virtues

some professions codify their standards in order to reduce [conflicts over professional 

circumstances may do more to protect the profession’s interests than to introduce a broad 
and impartial moral viewpoint.”

“impartial moral viewpoints.”

1.

2.

5.

1.

2.

compliance is motivated by desire to contribute to the honor of the 

5.
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the ideal complier is the noble professional who embodies the virtues.

as we expect to know whether a mechanic or auto-dealer will provide the services and 

expect codes to assure us of that assumption.

happen to the human body and psyche not only because mistakes happen here as they 

body and soul.

as humans in terms of both body and soul rather than as body only. I do not pretend 

also more aware of what we do not know and what we cannot predict about the human 
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people to enact its moral purpose.

understand and are committed to the professional nature of their work and the way that 

moral covenant that requires certain portions of its populace to perform necessary and 
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covenant metaphor better expresses what we experience as persons with comprehensive 

prepare and sustain its adherents to perform and persevere in a profession that inevitably 

The Tragic Dimension of Health Care

Consider the contrast between such non-culpable inevitability and medical 

established practices. It is instructive to note that health care rests its norms of practice 

knows that unforeseen and unpredictable results can follow even from what has been 

and tested practices.  

the practitioner follows the dictates of established and best care and still causes unwanted 
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to care in the face of death.”10

unpredictable occurrences and idiosyncrasies. No one person can map out all the forces 

11

ethical principles that are either pertinent for all time or readily applicable to all 

of a certain community of people who called themselves doctors and who were 

called for a code of ethics around which the professionals could learn how to act as the , 
12
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the warrant of the state’s authority and are indifferent to the specific necessities of the 

the profession’s practice create the need to articulate codes expressive of the profession’s 

to see codes as inspirational of human performance in the actual practice of medicine 
rather than as prescriptive of the correct procedural steps needed to assure success and 

purposes of the profession. Codes of ethics should codify the necessary requirements 

Medical Codes in a Conflictive, Pluralistic Society 

Global Bioethics

15
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attempt either to define a consensus or to try to create one. If it were possible to claim 

marketplace

intractability of pluralism and attempts to form an amicable means of discourse. 

by their concrete views of justice but united by the market and the state as 

practices which would flow crosscurrent to a modern democratic society.
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cosmopolitanism” is that they represent statutory rules.  

could be expressive of a community of professionals committed to the honor of their 

It may be the case that the medical professions cannot learn the virtues necessary 

the appropriate behavior necessary to continue such a profession. Because the codes 
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individual as a practitioner in the profession.  

maker.”

The Practice of Health Care as Ethical Training

The Abuse of Casuistry make such a case 

20

and telltale profession.  

medicine.  Medicine is a useful model for the analysis of moral practice in several 

the resolution of practical problems draws on a central taxonomy of type 

moral
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because his actions are effective
appropriate duty

21

moral purpose.    

22 Medicine and 

which he draws between what he calls “the code ideal as philanthropy” and “covenantal 
indebtedness.”
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is responsive. As opposed to the instrument of contract that presupposes 

one to be available to the covenant partner above and beyond the measure of 
self-interest.

Codes of ethics must express and define for the profession how to be a person who 
exemplifies a covenant with others within the limitations and demands of the profession.  

of ethics should expect their participants to live up to the profession’s essential role in 

professions would become another market competitor within a conflictive and pluralistic 

virtues would become irrelevant to a profession that assures success because it first 

Conclusion  
I have tried to show that the codes of ethics for the medical professions should be treated 
as the necessary virtues needed to fulfill the purposes of the professions. Medicine 

of medicine how to cultivate the necessary virtues to preserve and remain committed to 

merely as statutory rules.  
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NARRATIVE AND A CHRISTIAN BIOETHICS

H A N N A H  W A K E F I E L D

Abstract
Contemporary scholarship draws attention to the necessary relationship between 
medicine and narrative. In a field often beset by the demands of money and efficiency, 
many medical programs are recovering a more holistic approach to medical practice. 
These programs focus on life as narrative, and they tailor their medical education to 
conform to this philosophy, installing writing and literature as integral parts of their 
curriculum. Following the renaissance of narrative in the medical field, this article 
seeks to situate bioethical decision-making within both a narratival and a Christian 
framework. The philosophy of narrative espoused by Paul Ricoeur establishes the 
basis for the relationship between narrative and medical ethics, as the mimetic act 
connects narrative and lived experience. The narratival character of each patient’s life 
determines the role of the physician—one of understanding, interpreting, and writing 
narrative. Narrative thus serves as a means of ethical reasoning in medical practice, 
as physicians indwell patients’ stories while simultaneously recognizing the patient’s 
alterity. Drawing on the work of theologian and ethicist H. Richard Niebuhr, this article 
ultimately articulates an approach to bioethical decision-making that both preserves the 
particularity of each ethical dilemma and also submits to the claim of God as sovereign 
author of each story.  

Introduction 

for a full-time student and features a rather unconventional curriculum for a medical 
1

2

Literature and Medicine.
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nationally and internationally.

5

 Because of the 

Paul Ricoeur and Narrative

draws heavily on the Aristotelian notion of mimesis mimesis is used 

mimesis

of a creative imitation.”
of mimesis1 2
frame a discussion of narrative and bioethics.

Mimesis1
which presupposes narration.
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up milliseconds.10

11

1 2 12 It in 

muthos, by which Aristotle refers to 

muthos

plot.”

15

the poem and the world wherein real action occurs and unfolds its specific temporality.”

the combination of mimesis and mythos 
world.”

action. 
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to new possibilities and intersections with the sphere of practical action.20

his or her own real action.”21

idem) and identity as selfhood 
(ipse).22 Idem

ipse

problematic of ipse becomes indiscernible from that of idem

itself as a permanent idem 
person’s character is developed in time as habits are formed temporally and then become 
traits. ipse is “covered by” the idem
selfhood still consists of the ipse  ipse

25

ipse

someone telling something to 
someone about something.”

Narrative as a Mode of Ethical Reasoning
Multiple scholars have proposed that narrative has an essential function as a mode of 

under an ethical mandate to tell the truth. It is assumed that works of history will have 
reference in reality.

principles of true-to-life-ness.
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But a narrative is ethical in other ways also. In its temporal openness and in the 

possibility which is necessarily juxtaposed with the practical field of action. It is this 

empathy and detachment which produces in us…the double vision necessary for a 

alter the way that we will act in it and recount it.
Narrative Ethics

be ascribed to them.”

by the author or teller or drawn out of a story by its readers or hearers.  Newton accuses 

value.”
the notion that narrative’s main ethical function is to reflectively create parallels that we 
then apply to our own moral lives. 

philosopher. In his Totality and Infinity
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King Lear as an 

their whole stories before it responds.”

mimesis 
by encounter. Newton’s encounter simply consists first in otherness and separateness. 

 At the same 

experience of the face which he or she presents to me.”

this intersubjective definition of ethics relates not merely to individuals but to narrative. 

in the world is where its ethical nature lies. Just as any person that I encounter elicits 

projectedness of narrative into the world implies the same ethical calls of the other toward 
me as I encounter it.
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Narrative and Bioethics

to note the foundational intersection of bioethics and narrative. Because the practice 

Just as Newton notes that narrative first repels those who encounter it by its complete 

the same movement that Newton notes when he speaks of the “infinite movement” 

Aristotelian catharsis. 

infinite movement toward the other.  In Teaching Medicine and Literature
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ethics can prepare students to better listen to their patients.”

narrative approach to medicine acquaints the student with his or her role as a participant 

up by literature.

experiences of others who are completely different than oneself. It is in the mimetic 

The Death of Ivan Ilyich

about their patients even in their complete otherness. 

 understanding”
50

51 Because of 

Teaching Literature and Medicine
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52

muthos 

of different types of literature both shape and constitute experience. A poem and an 

way that the facts are perceived but also the realm of practical action that is indwelt by the 

shapes experience can help medical personnel be aware of the way their reception and 
interpretation of information is shaped by the format in which it is presented.

expression to half-formed impressions that can lead to clinically useful perceptions.”

and more the separateness of the other and thus his or her ethical claim on the person 

Articulating a Christian Narrative Approach to Bioethics

which seeks to honor the other and promotes such virtues as charity and selflessness.  In 
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a Christian framework. 

Medicine as Ministry

a Christian perspective. Mohrmann frames her

55

chapter of the narrative “should be able to lead the story on to other chapters that are to 
follow.”

ethics as we seek first to love the other and receive love from the other. Mohrmann’s 

resource. 

ourselves that they alone are intended to determine our actions and encompass 

how to act in ethical dilemmas in the sense that we should be transformed by it and 

can succumb to a relativism in which intersubjectivity leads to a situation similar to the 

“
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a Christian narrative bioethical approach because of Christian claims to truth. 

chapter of Medicine as Ministry. Mohrmann’s narrative ethics is situational in that it holds 

situation ethics…”
takes pains to differentiate hers from the situation ethics of Joseph Fletcher. Fletcher 

and unable to undertake both actions and fulfill both principles. 

A situation ethic is valuable for a Christian narrative bioethics in some ways. In 

allow him to die in the context of his own family and his own land. “Fidelity” culminates 
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 As 

Christian narrative bioethics should embrace its situational character.

auctor

author of our own life 
narratives and the ultimate authority 

end of Christ and Culture one must draw one’s own conclusion 

Niebuhr writes that there are four ways in which the individual Christian’s decisions 

make ethical decisions based on what is true in his or her relative situation. 

The Responsible Self more 
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the third element of responsibility is the anticipation of reaction to one’s reaction.  It is 

or to an action that is outside of a certain community.

many. And my response to every particular action takes the form of response 

we are accountable to more than just our intersubjective relationships with one another. 

that orders all of our interactions with the narrative of patients.

all charity towards him or her. It also provides the basis for constraints in the practice of 

authority over all creation means that the physician must set boundaries on the directions 
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encounter with the author of life. 

Conclusion

Christian bioethics that is formulated narratively. A narrative bioethics leads us to 
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